
Das Wohltemperierte 
Klavier

Johann Sebastian Bach

The first piece on my program is a Prelude and Fugue in b-flat minor from the 
Well-Tempered Clavier.

(picture: 
http://www.realsamples.de/Edition_Beurmann/images/Kirckman_Cembalo.jp
g)
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When I first heard the title “The Well-Tempered Clavier”, I though it meant a 
friendly piano. The image is a little strange, but seemed plausible enough 
at the time. As it turns out, the title actually refers to a centuries-long 
debate among about how their instruments should be tuned. The origins of 
the conflict go back to the invention of the Western musical scale in the 
time of Pythagoras. 

(picture: 
http://www.preschoollearningonline.com/Coloringpages/Coloringpages2/pia
no1.gif)

Isacoff, Stuart (2003). Temperament: How Music Became a 
Battleground for the Great Minds of Western Civilization. Vintage.
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(Donald Duck in Mathemagic Land, director 
Hamilton Luske)
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I am a big fan of this movie clip, but I do need to mention at this point that the 
tuning system they show is not actually Pythagorean tuning. Pythagorean 
tuning is 100% constructed based on the perfect 5th being a length ratio of 
3:2. The fifth they show here is the correct length because 4/3 is 2/3 of 2. The 
third is not correct and actually belongs in another tunings system we’ll talk 
about later which is called just temperament.

Even though it’s not technically speaking correct, I wanted to show this clip 
because it beautifully highlights the philosophy behind pythagorean tuning, 
which is that music and mathematics are inextricably linked, and so the things 
that sound good to us can be constructed out of simple mathematical entities, 
such as the ratio of 3:2.

(picture: Donald Duck in Mathemagic Land, director Hamilton Luske)
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Circle of Fifths

The ideas of Pythagoras make a lot of sense. We know that perfect fifths are 
not only mathematically pretty, but also sound good to every human being on 
the face of the planet. Thanks to modern research, we also know that even 
other species respond to these perfect intervals – they are hard-wired into our 
brains and have been for millions of years.

It is also pretty neat that the entire musical scale can be built by going up by 
fifths until all 12 notes have been covered. We call this the circle of fifths, 
whereby we continue going up by fifths until eventually we end of at the same 
note.
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This is what the real circle of fifths looks like. 
The red lines are fifths, and the black lines 
are octaves When you have cycled through 
all of the fifths and arrive back on the note 
you started at, it doesn’t quite line up. As a 
result, Pythagorean tuning only really works 
for music that is composed primarily of fifths 
and octaves. 
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Temperam
ent

Mathematica
l Principle

Pros and Cons

Pythagorea
n

Perfect fifths All fifths except for one are perfect. 
Other intervals do not sound good.

Ptolemaic 
or just

Small integer 
ratios

Only works in one key

Quarter-
comma 
Meantone

Narrowed 
fifths, just 
thirds. 

Produces a just scale in one key. 
Other keys produce wolf intervals. 
Can only accommodate music in a 
few keys.

Well Fifths of 
different sizes

No keys are painfully out of tune. 
Each key has a different character 
and must be treated differently in 
composition.

Equal All notes are 
evenly spaced

All keys are the same and not 
painfully out of tune. Allows 
chromaticism without special 
consideration for different keys.

Types of Temperament

Over the years, many alternative systems have been developed. Just 
temperament is another tuning system that strives for mathematical perfection 
by adhering to small integer ratios. It works exceptionally well for music that 
stays in a single key. Equal temperament is the solution that is typically used 
today, in which all notes are evenly spaced. It has the advantage of treating 
every key the same. On the other hand, no key is really special, and it is 
difficult to tune in equal temperament by ear. Well-temperament encompasses 
a large variety of compromises that make it possible to play in many keys 
while still producing the gorgeous smooth triads that musicians strive for. 
If this is the first time you have heard about temperament, you may be 
wondering what these different tuning systems actually sound like. In fact, you 
have probably heard both Pythagorean and Just temperament before many 
times.

(David Bartlett, The Mathematics of Tuning, http://www.pyxidium.u-
net.com/Acoustics/MusicMaths/MusicMaths.html)
(Isacoff, Stuart (2003). Temperament: How Music Became a 
Battleground for the Great Minds of Western Civilization. Vintage.)
(Temperament
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Organums, a type of medieval chant, use Pythagorean tuning. Bagpipes use 
Ptolemaic temperament. Probably the most familiar example of just interval 
tuning is a barbershop quartet. 

(Alleluia: Angelus domini (2) oblique organum (2/25) – YouTube, unknown 
choir)

( Going Home (Bagpipes) – YouTube, unknown artist)
(The Ringmasters singing Love Me and the World is Mine 

Ringmasters 2012 International Barbershop Quartet Champions – YouTube
)
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The barbershop quartet highlights what is really wonderful about different 
idealized tuning systems. On the other hand, in order to make the 
wonderful justly-tuned intervals in a twelve-note scale, the error has to get 
shifted around somewhere. Concentrating the error results in painfully out-
of-tune intervals called wolf tones. This recording shows Pythagorean, 
Ptolemaic, quarter-comma meantone, and equal temperament for a variety 
of intervals. With the exception of equal temperament, every tuning system 
here has at least one wolf interval. Composers writing for these tuning 
systems would have to know which intervals to avoid.

(David Bartlett, The Mathematics of Tuning, http://www.pyxidium.u-
net.com/Acoustics/MusicMaths/MusicMaths.html)
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This is equal temperament, the standard tuning system today

This is the same passage played in well-temperament.

The Well-tempered version sounds more sonorous than equal temperament, 
even in this electronic recording. Unlike the other non-equal temperaments 
discussed earlier, well-temperament is not strongly based in a 
mathematical principle. Designing a well-tempered tuning system was 
something of an art; it was all about shifting the error around so that all the 
keys have some extremely sweet intervals and none of them have wolf-
tones. Clearly Bach though that someone had succeeded in this task since 
he thought it was worth writing a collection of pieces showing off the ability 
of well-temperament to accommodate any key. The Well-tempered Clavier 
is a set of 24 preludes and fugues, one in each key. To be able to tune a 
keyboard so that all of the preludes and fugues would sound in tune and is 
quite an achievement. 

(Brad Lehman, Martin Dümig and nukepcr 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8M-JzIwbog)
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What is a Fugue?

• Fugues are contrapuntal: they have 
many voices playing at the same time

• It starts with an exposition - Each voice 
come in, alternating between the tonic 
and the dominant

• For the rest of the pieces, all the voices 
play together, re-entering throughout 
the fugue

Switching gears a little, I want to talk about 
what a Fugue is.
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What is a Fugue?

This is an example of a Fugue in C Major, performed by Glen Gould. You can 
hear each of the three voices come in during the exposition.

The fugue I will be playing is a 5-voice fugue. The theme is [played on piano], 
and you should hear it enter five times in the exposition, and then again 
throughout the piece.

(Fugue in C Major by Johann Sebastian Bach from The Well Tempered 
Clavier Book II, performed by Glen Gould)
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Content excerpts

• Donald in Mathemagic Land by Disney

• Alleluia, Angelus Domini by unknown choir (bartje11)

• Going Home, unknown player (KiltedCrankie)

• Love me and the World is Mine sung by the Ringmasters

• Brad Lehman and Martin Dümig: comparison of Equal and 
Werckmeister temperaments

• David Bartlett for intervals in different tunings systems

• Fugue in C Major from Book 2 of the WTC played by Glenn Gould
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Folkatonar Frao 
Hardanger

Geirr Tveitt

The song you just heard is a common lullabye in 
Hardanger, in Western Norway, called The Long, 
Long Winter’s Night, or Winter’s Night. The next 
three pieces I will play are arrangements of 
folksongs from this area of Norway, by Geirr Tveitt. 
They are The Long, Long Winter’s Night, Autumn 
Evening at the Millhouse, and Langeleik-Lat.
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“If a leaf grows on a birch tree

it must become a birch leaf”

Geirr Tveitt

Geirr Tveitt was born in Hardanger. Despite his 
studies in Denmark and career as a concert 
pianist that took him far from home, or 
perhaps because of it, he spent much of his 
life transcribing and then arranging for piano 
the folktunes of his home town.
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I want to talk about Norwegian a bit because I think it illustrates an something 
that is interesting about Norwegian folk music. The dots on this map are all 
distinct dialects of Norwegian, and probably do not fully represent the full 
extent of the distinct variations on Norwegian. The translator’s note in the 
front of the sheet music of Fifty Folktunes from Hardanger mentions that 
translating the text in the book was difficult because of how different the 
dialect was from even nearby dialects.The folk tunes are similar in that the 
folk tunes in Hardanger are entirely different from the folksongs even 30 
miles away in Bergen.

(Norwegian on the Web, Introduction to Norwegian, Background. 
http://www.ntnu.edu/now/intro/background-norwegian)

(picture: Kristian Skarbo of NTNU Department of Language and 
Communication Studies, http://www.ling.hf.ntnu.no/nos/nos_kart.html)
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Ola is too much a lover of the fair sex
And now he has really disgraced us
Now I have to start brewing and the wife 
to baking
…

The hasty wedding

…
When the pipe fell out of the mouth of 
the man
And danced down through his beard -
It raced on by, but set it on fire,
So that the beard was all ablaze,
Like fire in a hay stack
And the blaze in the air
And really clean became his chin

Fire in the Beard

Where in other parts of Norway you might find songs about heroic deeds or 
events, in Hardanger the topics of choice tend to be much more like local 
gossip. My personal favorite is Fire in the Beard. 

(Eldebrand Iskjeggjefrom Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, performed by 
Reidun Horvei)

(top: photographer Eva Wood, http://www.bunad-
magasinet.no/hardanger.4509366-28791.html)
(bottom: photo of Burke Kenny, 
http://www.masslive.com/news/index.ssf/2011/07/am_news_links_40.html)
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Once upon a time there was a boy grinding corn.
The mill ran and started to squeek.
The boy wanted to run away.
At first he grasped the waterpipe
And badly tore his trousers.
Then he got a broken heart.

Autumn evening at the mill house

Autumn evening at the mill house, of which I will play an arrangement, is in 
this category of songs. I’m not sure why tearing his trousers is related to 
this boy getting a broken heart, but if you listen you’ll probably hear the 
part of the piece where it happens.

(Haustkveld e Kvednhuse from Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, performed 
by Reidun Horvei)

(picture by jasmine8559, 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/postcrossingjasmine/3858807526/sizes/z/in/photo
stream/)
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Oh, if I could, I would sing you
The most beautiful song on earth,
But my poor song does not suffice.

The most beautiful song on earth

Like any other place, Hardanger has love songs. Another aspect of folk music 
in Hardanger that I think comes out in this song is that many songs were 
considered very private. Tveitt talks about performing one of the songs and 
then being told afterwards by the singer that if he had known that Tveitt 
would perform the song, he would have given him better songs. From this 
Tveitt surmised not that the song was bad but  that it was private and the 
singer did not actually want it to be sung publicly.

(Dan Fagraste Viso Pao Jorae from Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, 
performed by Reidun Horvei)

(photo Hans Jorgen Andersen, 
http://pinterest.com/pin/211106301253878530/)
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…
I forget my trouble and become so happy,
It echoes from the hills and peaks.
From the closest mountains there comes an echo
And far away in the hills you can hear the sound
Which becomes more and more quiet

The call of the shepherd’s horn

Many of the songs reveal a deep connection with the natural world. I can see 
why, looking at this picture of the mountains in Hardanger.

(picture: The Troll’s Tongue, unknown photographer 
http://www.fantasticforwards.com/trolltunga-trolls-tongue-skjeggedal-in-
odda-norway/)

(Luren Ljomar from Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, performed by Reidun 
Horvei)
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In Rolldal there are fresh fellow
And in that area they ride their horses till 
they drop.
…
And the kings great people are fresh boys,
The ride on the other people till they drop
Here ends the song and that is good,
Because without head I cannot go.

The song ended just in time

There are a number of other categories of 
songs, but this is the last that I will mention. I 
thought this class of discreet political 
dissidence was interesting. Tveitt mention it 
in his introduction, but there were several 
songs like this among the twenty or so that I 
had translations for.
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Temperament

You probably thought we were done talking about Temperament.

Western musicians struggled deeply with tuning, but meanwhile around the 
world people mostly did not care because they had no conviction that 
tuning ought to have some mathematical principle, and both chromaticism 
and keyboard instruments were rare. It is common in folk music and 
eastern classical music to have notes that Westerners might classify as 
quartertones, or just plain sharp/flat. Hardanger is no exception. It is 
particularly obvious in this song.

(Hardingfela Utan Streng from Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, performed 
by Reidun Horvei)
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Temperament

Tveitt talks about his efforts to transcribe these notes that are outside any 
Western classical scale. He states that he used these notes to decide what 
the harmony should be. In this example, in the place where a ‘strange’ note 
comes in in the sung version, there is a corresponding ‘strange’ chord.

(Hardingfela Utan Streng from Femti Folkloratoni frao Hardanger, performed 
by Geir Botnen)
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Langeleik

The last Tveitt piece I’ll play is called 
Langeleik-lat or Langeleik tune. This is a 
picture of a Langeleik, which is a type of 
Scandinavian zither.

(Langeleik-Lat from Femti Folkloratoni frao 
Hardanger, performed by Reidun Horvei)
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This is a recording of two Langeleik’s. The texture of the Langeleik comes 
through clearly in the piano arrangement of this song.

(Kari Viken and Nanja Rogne, http://youtu.be/ajBivCHispo)
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Content excerpts from

• Folktunes sung by Reidun Horvei

• Transcriptions played by Geir Botnen

• Kari Viken and Nanja Rogne playing 
the langeleik

• Translation: Susan Nar



Sonata D.664  ‘Little’ A 
Major

Franz Schubert

There is not a lot of specific details available about this particular Schubert 
sonata, so I’m going to talk about the Sonata form a little and hopefully give 
those of you that already know it a bit of a different perspective.

(left: http://www.mariapiadelledonnewatercolors.com/acquarellisti
%20austriaci/450Steyr%20in%20Oberosterreich,%201844.jpg, Steyr in 
Upper Austria by Jacob Alt)

(right: Charlie Cutler, http://charliecutler.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/steyr/)
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This is a piece from Benjamin Zander’s TED 
talk, The Transformative Power of Classical 
Music. He is not analyzing a sonata, but he 
does a fantastic job of explaining one of the 
central ideas of the form. 

(The Transformative Power of Classical Music, 
TED talk by Benjamin Zander)
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What is a Sonata?

• Exposition: present the themes then move 
away from the home key (usually to the 
dominant)

• Development: explore a wide range of keys 
in a modulation adventure (the exciting 
part)

• Recapitulation: present the themes again in 
a different key (usually the sub-dominant), 
but this time come home at the end

The Chopin is a piece that goes from away to 
home. The Sonata is one method of drawing 
out the wait before the piece returns home.
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This is an example of a Mozart sonata, played 
by Mitsuko Uchida. I’ve put the sections on 
the screen. See if you can follow the 
harmonic progression.

(Sonata in C Major “for beginners” from The 
Complete Mozart Piano Sonatas, performed 
by Mitsuko Uchida)
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Schubert and the Sonata

Schubert, unlike Mozart, is not well-known for his sonatas. He is most famous 
for his songs, like this one, Die Taubenpost. Even when, as in this case, he 
did choose to write a sonata, the lyricism that made him such a renowned 
song writer comes out. While this is especially obvious in the second 
movement, it is also present in the first and third movements (both of which 
are sonata-allegro forms). Where Mozart’s sonata is clear, succinct, and to 
the point, Schubert can’t seem to help getting caught in the melody and 
letting it carry him away.

[play the two themes from both the 1st  and 3rd movements]

(Die Taubenpost from Schewanesang, performed by Wolfgang Holzmair and 
Imogen Cooper)
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Content Excerpts from:

• Benjamin Zander, The transformative 
power of classical music

• Mitsuko Uchida, Sonata in C Major by 
W. A. Mozart

• Die Taubenpost performed by 
Wolfgang Holzmair and Imogen 
Cooper
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